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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

       
      ) 
SHARIF MOBLEY,     ) 
      ) 

Plaintiff,   ) 
    ) 

 v.     ) Civil Action No. 11-1437 (BAH) 
      ) 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,  ) 
      ) 
  Defendant.   ) 
                                                                       ) 

 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S  

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

INTRODUCTION 

This action under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. § 552, and the 

Privacy Act,1 5 U.S.C. § 552a, involves plaintiff Sharif Mobley’s broad request for 

records about himself and sixteen categories of records, some of which include multiple 

subcategories, from the Office of Legal Counsel (“OLC”), a component of defendant the 

Department of Justice (“DOJ” or “the Department”). Most of the request categories seek 

information directly related to plaintiff or his family; two request categories are broader 

and seek more general information about U.S. policy abroad. OLC located 14 responsive 

records and a number of electronic drafts of certain of those records. OLC withheld 13 

                                                           
1 Though mentioned as a basis for jurisdiction in the Complaint, plaintiff does not contest OLC’s 
response under the Privacy Act.  
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responsive records (Documents 1–132) and all of the electronic drafts in their entirety 

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1) and (5) (“Exemption 1” and “Exemption 5”). OLC 

released to plaintiff one responsive record, Document 14, but withheld a portion of that 

record under Exemption 5. 

OLC’s response to the request in this case was proper and fully consistent with its 

obligations under FOIA. The 13 responsive records and additional electronic drafts that 

have been withheld in their entirety are currently and properly classified under the criteria 

of E.O. 13526, 75 Fed. Reg. 707 (Jan. 5, 2010), and they thus meet both the substantive 

and procedural prerequisites for withholding pursuant to Exemption 1.  As explained 

further below, under the circumstances presented in this case, it is not possible to submit 

public declarations establishing the current and proper classification of these records, 

because any such declaration would itself be classified.  Accordingly, the Government 

has today lodged with court security officers an ex parte, in camera submission in order 

to satisfy its burden of demonstrating that the records were properly withheld under 5 

U.S.C. § 552(b)(1).   

Those same records, as well as a portion of Document 14, are also exempt from 

disclosure pursuant to Exemption 5 because they are protected from disclosure by one or 

more civil litigation privileges—specifically, the deliberative process privilege, the 

attorney-client privilege, or the attorney work product doctrine. Accordingly, the 

Department is entitled to summary judgment in its favor. 
                                                           
2  References to numbered documents herein (e.g., “Document 1”) refer to Defendant’s Public 
Vaughn Index, Dkt. #25, the corrected version of which was filed on April 2, 2012. 
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BACKGROUND 

I. Factual and Procedural Background 

OLC received plaintiff’s FOIA request, an identical version of which was submitted 

to a number of government agencies, on August 12, 2010. See Declaration of Paul P. 

Colborn, Special Counsel, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, ¶ 7 (Dkt. #23) 

(“Colborn Decl.”). The request “broadly” sought records “relating to . . . Mr. Mobley’s 

abduction [in] Yemen . . . , U.S. agencies’ involvement in that disappearance, U.S. 

agencies’ interrogation of Mr. Mobley . . . in Yemen, and the wider pattern of U.S.-

sponsored sweeps and proxy detention in Yemen from January 2010.” Dkt. #23-1 at 2. 

The request further stated that plaintiff generally sought “all records in any way relating 

to, pertaining to, or mentioning himself by any and all persons or entities, including all 

persons acting on behalf of the United States.” Id. The request then set forth 16 categories 

(with subparts) of “further requests” that were “made to elucidate the sorts of records in 

the likely possession of the target agencies” without purporting to limit the scope of the 

search. Id. at 2–5. The vast majority of those 16 categories pertained directly to plaintiff 

or his family members, but two of the categories were broader and sought records 

containing more general information about U.S. government policy. See id. at 4 (Request 

Nos. 6, 8).  

On April 8, 2011, OLC responded to plaintiff’s request, informing plaintiff that it had 

located 13 responsive documents but that all 13 were being withheld in their entirety.  

Colborn Decl. ¶ 8. The response stated that all 13 of the documents were being withheld 

pursuant to Exemption 1, and 11 of the 13 were also being withheld pursuant to 
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Exemption 5. Id. Plaintiff filed an appeal of this response with the Department’s Office of 

Information Policy, but filed the Complaint in this case before a determination was made 

on that appeal. Id.  The Department moved to dismiss the Complaint for failure to state a 

claim, see Dkt. #10, and this Court denied that motion on February 27, 2012, see Dkt. 

#16. 

OLC recently identified additional documents responsive to plaintiff’s FOIA request. 

See Colborn Decl. ¶ 10. All but one of those additional documents are classified 

electronic drafts of certain of the documents originally identified in OLC’s original 

response to plaintiff’s request. The remaining document is an unclassified email 

exchange between OLC and attorneys in the Department’s Civil Division. OLC 

determined that the classified electronic drafts should be withheld pursuant to 

Exemptions 1 and 5 and, in consultation with the Civil Division, that a portion of the 

email exchange should be withheld pursuant to Exemption 5. On May 30, 2012, OLC 

notified plaintiff by letter of the additional responsive records it had located and the 

withholding determinations it had made, and enclosed in redacted form the unclassified 

email exchange. Id. ¶ 10. 

II. The Documents at Issue 

OLC assists the Attorney General in fulfilling his role as legal adviser to the President 

and Executive Branch departments and agencies. Colborn Decl. ¶ 2 (Dkt. #23). It 

provides legal advice and prepares legal opinions regarding a wide range of legal issues 

confronted by Executive Branch officials in the course of their duties. Id. OLC often 

provides legal advice regarding highly complex and sensitive Executive Branch 
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activities, id. ¶ 4, and for that reason OLC advice and opinions are generally kept strictly 

confidential, id. ¶ 3. 

The 13 originally identified records responsive to plaintiff’s request, as well as the 

additional electronic drafts of certain of those documents that were later discovered, are 

documents prepared by or communicated to OLC in its role as provider of legal advice to 

Executive Branch clients. Documents 1–7 reflect communications between OLC and 

Executive Branch clients for the purpose of providing legal advice regarding a national 

security matter. Colborn Decl. ¶ 14. Documents 8–13 and the additional electronic drafts 

are internal OLC attorney drafts of certain of Documents 1–7. Id. Documents 1–13 and 

the additional electronic drafts all contain highly sensitive national security information 

and thus are marked as highly classified. Id. ¶ 15. Because the records contain and relate 

to such highly classified national security information, it is not possible to describe the 

documents in any more detail on the public record.  Id. 

Document 14 is an unclassified email exchange between OLC and attorneys in the 

Department’s Civil Division. The email transmits a news article and provides comments 

regarding litigation that might potentially ensue regarding the subject matter of the news 

article. After consulting with the Civil Division, OLC redacted a portion of that email 

exchange as protected by the deliberative process privilege and the attorney work product 

doctrine and released the document to plaintiff. Colborn Decl. ¶ 16. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Applicable FOIA and Summary Judgment Standards 

FOIA’s “basic purpose” reflects a “general philosophy of full agency disclosure 

unless information is exempted under clearly delineated statutory language.” John Doe 

Agency v. John Doe Corp., 493 U.S. 146, 152 (1989). “Congress recognized, however, 

that public disclosure is not always in the public interest.” CIA v. Sims, 471 U.S. 159, 

166–67 (1985). Accordingly, in passing FOIA, “Congress sought ‘to reach a workable 

balance between the right of the public to know and the need of the Government to keep 

information in confidence to the extent necessary without permitting indiscriminate 

secrecy.’” John Doe Agency, 493 U.S. at 152 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, at 6 

(1966), reprinted in 1966 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2416, 2423). As the D.C. Circuit has recognized, 

“FOIA represents a balance struck by Congress between the public’s right to know and 

the government’s legitimate interest in keeping certain information confidential.” Ctr. for 

Nat’l Sec. Studies v. DOJ, 331 F.3d 918, 925 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (citing John Doe Agency, 

493 U.S. at 152). 

FOIA mandates disclosure of agency records unless the requested information falls 

within one of nine enumerated exemptions. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b). “A district court only 

has jurisdiction to compel an agency to disclose improperly withheld agency records,” 

i.e., records that do “not fall within an exemption.” Minier v. CIA, 88 F.3d 796, 803 (9th 

Cir. 1996); see also 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B) (providing the district court with jurisdiction 

only “to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production 

of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant”); Kissinger v. 
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Reporters Comm. for Freedom of the Press, 445 U.S. 136, 150 (1980) (“Under 5 U.S.C. 

§ 552(a)(4)(B)[,] federal jurisdiction is dependent upon a showing that an agency has (1) 

‘improperly’ (2) ‘withheld’ (3) ‘agency records.’”). FOIA’s statutory exemptions “are 

intended to have meaningful reach and application,” John Doe Agency, 493 U.S. at 152. 

Accordingly, “[r]equiring an agency to disclose exempt information is not authorized.” 

Minier, 88 F.3d at 803. 

Most FOIA actions are resolved on summary judgment, Reliant Energy Power 

Generation, Inc. v. FERC, 520 F. Supp. 2d 194, 200 (D.D.C. 2007), which is 

appropriately granted “where there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and, 

viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, the moving 

party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law,” Maydak v. United States, 630 F.3d 166, 

174 (D.C. Cir. 2010). The government bears the burden of proving that the withheld 

information falls within the exemptions it invokes. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B); King v. 

U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 830 F.2d 210, 217 (D.C. Cir. 1987). In a FOIA case, a court may 

grant summary judgment to the government based entirely on the basis of information set 

forth in agency affidavits or declarations which “describe the documents and the 

justifications for nondisclosure with reasonably specific detail, demonstrate that the 

information withheld logically falls within the claimed exemption, and are not 

controverted by either contrary evidence in the record nor by evidence of agency bad 

faith.” Military Audit Project v. Casey, 656 F.2d 724, 738 (D.C. Cir. 1981). 

In reviewing the applicability of Exemption 1 for purposes of deciding Defendant’s 

Motion for Summary Judgment, it is important to note that the information sought by 
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plaintiff “implicat[es] national security, a uniquely executive purview.” Ctr. for Nat’l 

Sec. Studies, 331 F.3d at 926–27. While courts review de novo an agency’s withholding 

of information pursuant to a FOIA request, “de novo review in FOIA cases is not 

everywhere alike.” Ass’n of Retired R.R. Workers, Inc. v. U.S. R.R. Ret. Bd., 830 F.2d 

331, 336 (D.C. Cir. 1987). For example, although de novo review provides for “an 

objective, independent judicial determination,” courts nonetheless defer to an agency’s 

determination in the national security context, acknowledging that “the executive ha[s] 

unique insights into what adverse [e]ffects might occur as a result of public disclosure of 

a particular classified record.” Ray v. Turner, 587 F.2d 1187, 1194 (D.C. Cir. 1978) 

(internal quotation marks omitted). Courts have specifically recognized the “propriety of 

deference to the executive in the context of FOIA claims which implicate national 

security.” Ctr. for Nat’l Sec. Studies, 331 F.3d at 927–28 (citing Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 

U.S. 678, 696 (2001)). 

Accordingly, courts have “consistently deferred to executive affidavits predicting 

harm to the national security, and have found it unwise to undertake searching judicial 

review.” Ctr. for Nat’l Sec. Studies, 331 F.3d at 927; see Larson v. Dep’t of State, 565 

F.3d 857, 865 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (“Today we reaffirm our deferential posture in FOIA 

cases regarding the ‘uniquely executive purview’ of national security.”). “[I]n the 

national security context,” therefore, “the reviewing court must give ‘substantial weight’” 

to agency declarations. ACLU v. DOJ, 265 F. Supp. 2d 20, 27 (D.D.C. 2003) (quoting 

King, 830 F.2d at 217); see Frugone v. CIA, 169 F.3d 772, 775 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (stating 

that because “courts have little expertise in either international diplomacy or 
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counterintelligence operations, we are in no position to dismiss the CIA’s facially 

reasonable concerns” about the harm that disclosure could cause to national security); 

Fitzgibbon v. CIA, 911 F.2d 755, 766 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (holding that the district court 

erred in “perform[ing] its own calculus as to whether or not harm to the national security 

or to intelligence sources and methods would result from disclosure”). In according such 

deference, “a reviewing court must take into account . . . that any affidavit or other 

agency statement of threatened harm to national security will always be speculative to 

some extent, in the sense that it describes a potential future harm.” Wolf v. CIA, 473 F.3d 

370, 374 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

II. OLC Properly Withheld Records Under Exemptions 1 and 5 

For the reasons explained below, OLC properly withheld Documents 1–13 and the 

additional electronic drafts pursuant to Exemption 1, because they are specifically 

authorized by E.O. 13526 to be kept secret and they are in fact properly classified 

pursuant to E.O. 13526. In addition, OLC properly withheld Documents 1–13, the 

additional electronic drafts, and a portion of Document 14 pursuant to Exemption 5. 

Because, as explained below, the government has demonstrated through agency affidavits 

that the records “logically fall[] within the claimed exemption[s],” Military Audit Project, 

656 F.2d at 738, this Court should grant summary judgment in favor of the Department. 

A. OLC properly withheld Documents 1-13 and the additional electronic drafts 
pursuant to Exemption 1. 

 
Exemption 1 protects from disclosure records that are “(A) specifically authorized 

under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of 

national defense or foreign policy, and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such 
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Executive order.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1). Executive Order 13526 governs the classification 

of national security information. An agency establishes that it has properly withheld 

information under Exemption 1 if it demonstrates that it has met the classification 

requirements of E.O. 13526. Substantively, the agency must show that the records at 

issue logically fall within the exemption—that is, that E.O. 13526 authorizes the 

classification of the information at issue. Procedurally, the agency must demonstrate that 

the information is in fact properly classified pursuant to the Executive Order’s 

requirements. See Salisbury v. United States, 690 F.2d 966, 970–73 (D.C. Cir. 1982). An 

agency making both showings is entitled to summary judgment. See, e.g., id. at 971–73. 

As noted above, the Court must give “substantial weight” to agency affidavits detailing 

classified materials, King, 830 F.2d at 217, and must defer to the expertise of agencies 

involved in national security and foreign policy, see Frugone, 169 F.3d at 775; 

Fitzgibbon, 911 F.2d at 766. 

Section 1.1 of the Executive Order sets forth the following four requirements for the 

classification of national security information: (1) an original classification authority 

classifies the information; (2) the United States Government owns, produces, or controls 

the information; (3) the information is within one of eight protected categories listed in 

section 1.4 of the Order; and (4) the original classification authority determines that the 

unauthorized disclosure of the information reasonably could be expected to result in a 

specified level of damage to the national security, and the original classification authority 

is able to identify or describe the damage. E.O. 13526 § 1.1(a).  
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OLC is not an original classification authority. Declaration of John E. Bies, Deputy 

Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, ¶ 3, attached as Exhibit 2 (“Bies 

Decl.”). However, in the course of seeking legal advice, its Executive Branch clients 

sometimes provide OLC with information related to classified facts, sources, methods, 

programs, policies, capabilities, or other government activities. When OLC receives or 

makes use of such classified information in the course of providing legal advice to 

Executive Branch clients, OLC marks and treats that information as derivatively 

classified to the same extent as its clients have identified such information as classified. 

Id. Accordingly, all classified information in OLC’s possession or incorporated into its 

products has been classified by another agency or component with original classifying 

authority. Id. 

Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts are just such records. They 

contain or are derived from information provided by OLC clients that is highly classified 

under E.O. 13526, including information that is classified Top Secret and is protected 

under additional programs. It is those clients that have determined pursuant to their 

original classifying authority that such information should be classified under E.O. 

13526. Accordingly, although OLC has confirmed with those clients that, in their view, 

the documents remain highly classified, Bies Decl. ¶ only those clients can properly 

demonstrate for the Court that the standards of Section 1.1(a) of E.O. 13526 are met with 

respect to the responsive records in this case. 

In light of the content of plaintiff’s FOIA request and the highly sensitive nature of 

the responsive records, however, it is not possible to demonstrate to the Court in a public 
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setting that the requested records are currently and properly classified. Indeed, the very 

association of the identities of the original classifying authorities with this matter is itself 

a classified fact. Consequently, the Government has filed ex parte and in camera a 

classified submission demonstrating that the Department has satisfied both the 

substantive and the procedural requirements for invoking Exemption 1. As demonstrated 

by the ex parte, in camera submission, Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic 

drafts have all been classified by an original classifying authority; they are all owned, 

produced by, or under the control of the United States Government; the information 

contained in the records falls under one or more of the protected categories listed in 

Section 1.4 of E.O. 13526; and it has been determined by an original classifying authority 

that the unauthorized disclosure of the information contained in the records reasonably 

could be expected to result in identified damage to the national security. Because the ex 

parte, in camera submission demonstrates that the substantive and procedural components 

of Exemption 1 have been satisfied, this Court should, exercising the substantial 

deference appropriate in the national security context, conclude that the Department has 

met its burden to establish that Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts were 

properly withheld under Exemption 1 and award summary judgment in favor of the 

Department as to those records.    

B. OLC properly withheld Documents 1-13, the additional electronic drafts, and 
a portion of Document 14 pursuant to Exemption 5. 

 
Exemption 5 to FOIA protects from disclosure “inter-agency or intra-agency 

memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party . . . in litigation 

with the agency.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5). A record is exempt from disclosure under 
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Exemption 5 if it would be “normally privileged in the civil discovery context.” NLRB v. 

Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 149 (1975). Exemption 5 thus incorporates the 

privileges that are available to an agency in civil litigation, the principal three of which 

are the deliberative process privilege, the attorney-client privilege, and the attorney work 

product doctrine. See id. at 148–49. Here, as explained below and in the Colborn 

Declaration, OLC properly withheld Documents 1–13, the additional electronic drafts, 

and a portion of Document 14 under Exemption 5 because each of those records would 

fall within at least one of those three principal civil litigation privileges. 

1. Nine of the 13 initially identified documents and the additional electronic 
drafts are protected by the deliberative process privilege. 

 
The D.C. Circuit has recognized that the purposes of the deliberative process are (1) 

to encourage frank discussion of legal and policy issues within the government and 

thereby improve the quality of agency decisionmaking; (2) to protect against public 

confusion resulting from disclosure of policies before they have been finally decided; and 

(3) to protect the decisionmaking process by ensuring that agency action is judged by the 

actual reasons and rationales that motivated a decision. See, e.g., Russell v. Dep’t of Air 

Force, 682 F.2d 1045, 1048 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (citing Jordan v. U.S. DOJ, 591 F.2d 753, 

772–73 (D.C. Cir. 1978)). The deliberative process privilege protects predecisional 

communications, including documents “reflecting advisory opinions, recommendations 

and deliberations comprising part of a process by which governmental decisions and 

policies are formulated.” Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. at 150 (citation omitted). The 

privilege operates out of the recognition that “the quality of administrative decision-

making would be seriously undermined if agencies were forced to operate in a fishbowl.” 
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Wolfe v. HHS, 839 F.2d 768, 773 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (en banc) (citing Mead Data Cent., 

Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Air Force, 566 F.2d 242, 256 (D.C. Cir. 1977)). Importantly, the 

deliberative process privilege protects drafts, as such drafts reflect and embody the 

decisionmaking process of the agency. See Dudman Comm’cns Corp. v. Dep’t of Air 

Force, 815 F.2d 1565, 1569 (D.C. Cir. 1987). Moreover, where legal advice informs an 

Executive Branch agency in making policy decisions, “legal advice . . . fits exactly within 

the deliberative process rationale.” Brinton v. Dep’t of State, 636 F.2d 600, 604 (D.C. Cir. 

1980).  

As explained by Mr. Colborn, concerns about ensuring the confidentiality of 

predecisional deliberative communications “apply with particular force to OLC legal 

advice because of OLC’s role in the decision-making process: OLC is often asked to 

provide advice and analysis with respect to very difficult and unsettled issues of law.” 

Colborn Decl. ¶ 4. OLC’s advice is often sought with respect to “highly complex and 

sensitive activities of the Executive Branch on matters than can be quite controversial.” 

Id. It is thus particularly important that OLC’s clients be able to count on the continued 

confidentiality of their predecisional, deliberative communications with OLC when 

seeking legal advice regarding some of their most sensitive and important decisions. 

As explained by Mr. Colborn,3 nine of the 13 originally identified responsive 

records—specifically, Documents 1–3 and 8–13—and all of the recently discovered 

                                                           
3 As Mr. Colborn notes, because the documents and their subject matter are highly classified, 
Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts can only be described publicly in a very 
limited amount of detail. Colborn Decl. ¶ 15. The Government submits that it has met its burden 
(continued…) 
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electronic drafts are protected by the deliberative process privilege. These documents 

preceded Executive Branch decisions relating to certain national security matters, and 

they reflect advice, the preparation of advice, or other deliberations within OLC or 

between OLC and other Executive Branch entities in connection with those decisions. 

Colborn Decl. ¶ 12. As both predecisional and deliberative, they clearly fall within the 

scope of the deliberative process privilege. See Wolfe, 839 F.2d at 774 (citing EPA v. 

Mink, 410 U.S. 73, 88 (1973)). Further, many of the documents are drafts or comments 

on drafts. Colborn Decl. ¶ 13. As mentioned above, drafts have been recognized to fall 

squarely within the deliberative process privilege. Dudman Comm’cns, 815 F.2d at 1569. 

The need for confidentiality with respect to drafts is particularly acute in the OLC 

drafting process, which, as Mr. Colborn describes, plays a central role in OLC’s 

formulation of legal advice it provides to Executive Branch clients. Colborn Decl. ¶ 13. 

Any compelled disclosure of OLC drafts, comments on drafts, or other deliberative 

documents in OLC’s possession would risk stifling honest and frank communications 

both within OLC and between OLC and its Executive Branch clients. It is precisely that 

effect that the deliberative process privilege, as incorporated into Exemption 5, was 

designed to protect against. Accordingly, OLC properly withheld those documents in full 

under Exemption 5. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
to justify the withholding of those documents under Exemption 5 through Mr. Colborn’s 
declaration, the public Vaughn index, and the further description of the documents that has been 
provided to the Court ex parte and in camera. Should the Court desire more detailed information 
regarding the basis for the Department’s Exemption 5 withholding, however, the Department will 
readily provide it with a supplemental ex parte, in camera declaration from OLC. 
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2. Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts are protected by the 
attorney-client privilege. 

 
“The attorney-client privilege is the oldest of the privileges for confidential 

communications known to the common law. Its purpose is to encourage full and frank 

communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader public 

interests in the observance of law and administration of justice.” Upjohn Co. v. United 

States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981). The privilege protects “not only the giving of 

professional advice to those who can act on it but also the giving of information to the 

lawyer to enable him to give sound and informed advice.” Id. at 390. The attorney-client 

privilege applies with full force in the government context when “the Government is 

dealing with its attorneys as would any private party seeking advice to protect personal 

interests, and needs the same assurance of confidentiality so it will not be deterred from 

full and frank communications with its counselors.” Coastal States Gas Corp. v. Dep’t of 

Energy, 617 F.2d 854, 863 (D.C. Cir. 1980); see In re Lindsey, 158 F.3d 1263, 1269 

(D.C. Cir. 1998) (“[T]he [attorney-client] privilege also functions to protect 

communications between government attorneys and client agencies or departments, as 

evidenced by its inclusion in the FOIA, much as it operates to protect attorney-client 

communications in the private sector.”) (quoting Confidentiality of the Attorney 

General’s Communications in Counseling the President, 6 Op. Off. Legal Counsel 481, 

495 (1982) (opinion of Theodore B. Olson, Assistant Attorney General)).  

Indeed, as Mr. Colborn notes, the assurance provided by the attorney-client privilege 

is particularly important in the government context, because full and frank discussions 

between OLC attorneys and their agency clients are necessary to promote “broader public 
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interests in the observance of law and the administration of justice.” Colborn Decl. ¶ 5. If 

policymakers worried that their communications with OLC seeking legal advice might be 

subject to disclosure, that critical trust relationship between OLC and its client agencies 

would be severely disrupted. Id. ¶¶ 5–6. Policymaking would suffer, as those clients 

could no longer feel free to convey information or express thoughts, ideas, and concerns 

with full candor. 

As Mr. Colborn explains, Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts are all 

protected by the attorney-client privilege. Colborn Decl. ¶ 14. Documents 1–7 reflect 

confidential communications for the purpose of providing legal advice between OLC and 

certain of its Executive Branch clients. As described above, these communications 

between agencies and policymakers and their attorneys in OLC must be afforded the full 

extent of the protection of the attorney-client privilege as is afforded in the private 

context. Documents 8–13 and the additional electronic drafts are internal OLC drafts that 

contain and incorporate client confidences provided to OLC in the course of seeking legal 

advice. Accordingly, because Documents 1–13 and the additional electronic drafts are 

protected by the attorney-client privilege, they are exempt from disclosure pursuant to 

Exemption 5. 

3. The redacted portion of Document 14 is protected by the attorney work 
product doctrine and the deliberative process privilege. 

 
The attorney work product doctrine protects materials prepared by an attorney or 

other representatives in litigation and anticipation of litigation, including the materials of 

government attorneys generated in litigation and prelitigation counseling. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

26(b)(3); Judicial Watch, Inc. v. DOJ, 432 F.2d 366, 369 (D.C. Cir. 2005). The attorney 
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work product doctrine “should be interpreted broadly and held largely inviolate.” Judicial 

Watch, 432 F.3d at 369. The Supreme Court has recognized that attorney work product 

can be reflected in “interviews, statements, memoranda, correspondence, briefs, mental 

impressions, personal beliefs, and countless other tangible and intangible ways.” 

Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 511 (1947). “Any part of [a document] prepared in 

anticipation of litigation, not just the portions concerning opinions, legal theories, and the 

like, is protected by the work product doctrine and falls under exemption 5.” Tax Analysts 

v. IRS, 117 F.3d 607, 620 (D.C. Cir. 1997). Further, “litigation need not be imminent or 

certain in order to satisfy the anticipation-of-litigation prong of the [attorney work 

product] test” in a FOIA case. CREW v. NARA, 583 F. Supp. 2d 146, 159–60 (D.D.C. 

2008). 

OLC produced Document 14 to plaintiff but redacted a portion of that document as 

attorney work product exempt from disclosure under FOIA. This was entirely proper. 

Document 14 is an email chain between attorneys in the Department’s Civil Division and 

OLC. The email chain transmits a news article4 within the Civil Division and then to 

OLC because the article was thought to portend a “potential new lawsuit” regarding the 

subject matter of the article. The redacted portion of the email communicated a Civil 

Division attorney’s initial litigation assessment of what the lawsuit might entail and what 

strategic action should be taken to prepare for the potential litigation. Colborn Decl. ¶ 16. 

This information plainly falls within the attorney work product doctrine. See Hickman, 

                                                           
4 This email chain is responsive because plaintiff is mentioned in the article. 
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329 U.S. at 511 (noting that the attorney work product doctrine protects attorneys’ ability 

to “prepare [their] legal theories and plan [their] strateg[ies]”). It accordingly was 

appropriately redacted by OLC under Exemption 5 before release to plaintiff. 

Moreover, for similar reasons, the redacted portion of Document 14 is protected by 

the deliberative process privilege. The comments from the Civil Division attorney were 

made in confidence and concerned what steps should be taken in response to the potential 

litigation. Colborn Decl. ¶ 16. They were thus deliberative and preceded the ultimate 

decision about what steps should be taken in order to prepare for the potential lawsuit. As 

such, those comments were properly redacted pursuant to Exemption 5. 

*        *        * 

In sum, OLC has satisfied its burden in responding to plaintiff’s FOIA request. It has 

demonstrated through agency affidavits that it properly withheld in full Documents 1–13 

and the additional electronic drafts pursuant to Exemptions 1 and 5, and it properly 

redacted a portion of Document 14 pursuant to Exemption 5. There is no contrary 

evidence in the record or evidence of agency bad faith. The Department is therefore 

entitled to summary judgment in this case. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Department respectfully requests that the Court grant 

summary judgment in its favor. 

 

Dated: April 11, 2012   Respectfully submitted, 
 
      STUART F. DELERY 
      Acting Assistant Attorney General 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

       

      ) 

SHARIF MOBLEY,      ) 

      ) 

Plaintiff,   ) 

    ) 

 v.     ) Civil Action No. 11-1437 (BAH) 

      ) 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,  ) 

      ) 

  Defendant.   ) 

                                                                       ) 

 

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH 

THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE 
 

As required by Local Civil Rule 7/1(h), and in support of its Motion for Summary 

Judgment, defendant the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) hereby makes the following 

statement of material facts as to which there is no genuine issue. 

Plaintiff’s FOIA Request 

1. On August 12, 2010, DOJ’s Office of Legal Counsel (“OLC”) received a FOIA 

request dated July 22, 2010, from Cori Crider, Legal Director of Reprieve, on 

behalf of plaintiff, “broadly” seeking records “relating to…Mr. Mobley’s 

abduction [in] Yemen …, U.S. agencies’ involvement in that disappearance, U.S. 

agencies’ interrogation of Mr. Mobley … in Yemen, and the wider pattern of 

U.S.-sponsored sweeps and proxy detention in Yemen from January 2010.” 

Declaration of Paul P. Colborn, Special Counsel, Office of Legal Counsel, 

Department of Justice, ¶ 7 (Dkt. #23, attached as Exhibit 1) (“Colborn Decl.”); 

Dkt. # 23-1. 
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2.  Plaintiff’s FOIA request further stated: “In general, Mr. Mobley requests all 

records in any way relating to, pertaining to, or mentioning himself by any and all 

persons or entities, including all persons acting on behalf of the United States.” 

Dkt. #23-1 at 2.  The request then set forth 16 categories (with subparts) of 

“further requests” that were “made to elucidate the sorts of records in the likely 

possession of the target agencies” without purporting to limit the scope of the 

search. Id. at 2–5. The vast majority of those 16 categories pertained directly to 

plaintiff or his family members, but two of the categories were broader and sought 

records containing more general information about U.S. government policy. See 

id. at 4 (Request Nos. 6, 8). 

3. By letter dated April 8, 2011, OLC responded to Ms. Crider and informed her that 

OLC had located 13 responsive documents, but that all 13 were being withheld 

under FOIA Exemption 1, and 11 were being withheld under FOIA Exemption 5. 

Colborn Decl. ¶ 8. This response also informed Ms. Crider of her right to appeal. 

Id. Plaintiff appealed on May 31, 2011. Id. 

4. On August 8, 2011, before plaintiff’s appeal had been ruled on, plaintiff filed this 

lawsuit. Colborn Decl. ¶ 9; Dkt. #1. 

5. OLC recently identified additional documents responsive to plaintiff’s request. 

All but one of these documents are classified electronic drafts of certain of the 13 

originally identified documents. The other document is an unclassified email 

exchange between OLC and DOJ’s Civil Division. That email exchange has been 
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provided to plaintiff, with one portion redacted as exempt under Exemption 5. 

Colborn Decl. ¶ 10. 

OLC’s Responsibilities 

6. OLC assists the Attorney General in providing legal advice to the President of the 

United States and to departments and agencies of the Executive Branch. OLC 

provides legal advice on a wide range of Executive Branch issues, and those 

issues can be quite sensitive and complex. Because of the complexity and 

sensitivity of the Executive Branch activities about which OLC provides legal 

advice, OLC’s advice is generally kept strictly confidential. Colborn Decl. ¶¶ 2–4. 

7. That confidentiality between OLC and its Executive Branch clients is essential in 

order for OLC to continue to provide effective and candid advice and to assist 

Executive Branch officials in making informed decisions. This is particularly true 

in light of the fact that OLC is acting as an attorney with respect to those officials 

and agencies. Colborn Decl. ¶¶ 3–6. 

8. Compelled disclosure of information provided to OLC in confidence by its 

Executive Branch clients would seriously disrupt the special relationship of trust 

between OLC and its clients that promotes broader public interests in the 

observance of law and the administration of justice. Colborn Decl. ¶¶ 5–6. 

Documents at Issue 

9. OLC has determined that all 13 of the originally identified documents, as well as 

the additional electronic drafts of certain of those documents, must be withheld 

under Exemption 5 to FOIA. It determined that all 13 are protected by the 
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attorney-client privilege, and nine of the 13 are also protected by the deliberative 

process privilege. Colborn Decl. ¶¶ 11–12, 14. 

10. Documents 1–7 are protected by the attorney-client privilege because they reflect 

confidential communications between OLC and Executive Branch clients for the 

purpose of providing legal advice. The remaining classified documents are 

internal OLC drafts containing confidences OLC received from its Executive 

Branch clients for the purpose of obtaining legal advice. Colborn Decl. ¶ 14. 

11. The nine originally identified documents that OLC concluded are protected by the 

deliberative process privilege were prepared in advance of Executive Branch 

decisions relating to certain national security matters, and they reflect advice, the 

preparation of advice, or other deliberations by OLC attorneys or other Executive 

Branch officials in connection with those decisions. Colborn Decl. ¶ 12. 

12. Document 14 has been produced to plaintiff in redacted form. OLC, in 

consultation with the Civil Division, concluded that the redacted portion is 

exempt from disclosure under Exemption 5 to FOIA, because it is protected by 

the deliberative process privilege and the attorney work product doctrine. The 

redacted portion comprises comments by a Civil Division attorney containing that 

attorney’s strategic assessment and plan of action in terms of what a “potential 

new lawsuit” might entail. It also pre-dated the decision as to what needed to be 

done in response to that potential new lawsuit and contained deliberative thought 

process as to what those steps should be. Colborn Decl. ¶ 16. 
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13. OLC concluded that all 13 of the originally identified documents, as well as the 

additional electronic drafts, should be withheld under Exemption 1 because they 

are currently and properly classified. Colborn Decl. ¶¶ 8, 10, 11, 15. 

14. OLC is not an original classifying authority. When it receives or makes use of 

classified information provided by its clients in the course of seeking legal advice, 

OLC must mark and treat that information as derivatively classified to the same 

extent as its clients have identified that information as classified. Declaration of 

John Bies, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, 

Department of Justice, attached as Exhibit 2, ¶ 3 (“Bies Decl.”). 

15. All classified information in OLC’s possession or incorporated into its products 

has been classified by another agency or component with original classifying 

authority. Bies Decl. ¶ 3. 

16. All responsive documents in this case except Document 14 are marked as 

classified because they were marked as classified when OLC received them or 

because they contain information OLC received from other components or 

agencies that was marked as classified. Bies Decl. ¶ 4. 

17. OLC has consulted with those other components or agencies and has been 

informed that, in the view of those other components or agencies, the documents 

remain classified to this day. Bies Decl. ¶ 4. 

 

Dated: April 11, 2012    Respectfully submitted, 

 

      STUART F. DELERY 

      Acting Assistant Attorney General 
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